This paper proposes an approach for determining weight restriction constrains in assurance region method by applying pairwise comparison technique to convert judgment of expert on relative importance among decision criteria into weight bound values which are in a form of ratios of weights. The proposed approach has an attempt to simplify setting bounds which could also give the result to be more consistent with the direction of decision maker. The method is illustrated in facility location problem.
Introduction
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is one of the most popular tools in management analysis. The technique is applied to evaluate performance or efficiency of a homogeneous set of entities which is referred as decision making units (DMUs) by considering multiple input and multiple output factors [1] . The DMUs could represent any businesses, operations, or entities under evaluation that convert multiple inputs into multiple outputs. The maximum ratio of weighted sum of outputs to weighted sum of inputs is defined as the efficiency, which is calculated for each DMU. Then the efficiency of observed DMU is evaluated relatively by other DMUs. In DEA model, weights are variables and each assessed DMU has freedom to decide values of the weights to assign to each input and output for the purpose of maximizing its efficiency score. This freedom of determining weight values allows the DMU to assign extremely low or high weights to some inputs and outputs [2] . This may not correspond with accepted views and may cause some nonsensical results from viewpoints of decision or policy makers.
To avoid these situations, a number of approaches have been proposed to include prior information and expert opinion on the values that weights can be assumed into an analysis. Assurance Region (AR) restrictions are found the most popular technique of weight restrictions which have been vastly applied in the performance measurement. One of the categories of weights restrictions is Assurance Region of type I or ARI. The approach involves imposing bounds on the ratios between various input and output weights by using available information and/or expert opinion [3] . It also widens the scope for use of prior conditions. However, an evaluation process usually comprises complicated inputs and outputs, where many factors cannot be measure in ratios. Therefore, the key difficulty in this approach is to set the values of the bounds in the constraints that can reflect the information obtained from expert opinion [4] . This is concerned not an easy task to determine the value judgments in practice.
This paper introduces a method for determining weight bounds to be incorporated in DEA with Assurance Region of type I. The bounds are derived from pairwise comparison method which evaluated by decision maker. Section 2 gives an application of DEA to site selection problem to illustrate its shortcoming. Section 3 reviews the methodology and the difficulty of setting bound in ARI. Section 4 describes a proposed method of determining weight bounds. Section 5 demonstrates a practice of proposed method to solve the problem. Section 6 is conclusion.
Site Selection by DEA
Facility location is one of critical issues in strategic logistics planning of supply chain in all industries, regardless of the size of company or the type of operation that it is planning to establish. It requires large investment and commits the organization to long-term execution which directly affects cost of doing business. The selection of appropriate location requires joint consideration of multiple alternatives which are various locations for a new facility and several evaluation criteria that influence the location decision. In this section, we give a numerical example of DEA application in location decision problem to illustrate the drawback of DEA in term of weight flexibility. We show a case of Japanese company considering shifting its production site to foreign land to reduce cost on production operations, and to strengthen the availability of resources. One optimal location has to be selected among nineteen potential location alternatives, which referred as DMUs in DEA, locating in ten countries in Asia as shown in Table 1 . An effective international location strategy of the company is analyzed based on thirteen criteria that influence manufacturing plant location planning. Ten input factors related to cost, time, economic and environment, and governance, and three output factors related to economy aspects are summarized in Table 2 .
Result from DEA is shown in Figure 1 . In this case, DEA is unable to provide a solution for the analysis since sixteen out of nineteen DMUs are evaluated as efficient. This low discrimination is a result from the DEA property of total weight flexibility that assign zero weights to a number of variables which means that some criteria are not included in the analysis.
DEA/ARI Weight Restriction

DEA
DEA uses linear programming to assess efficiencies of DMUs. It is designed to measure the efficiencies in situations where the DMUs consume a variety of identical resources or inputs to produce a variety of identical products or outputs. The goal of DEA is to determine the productive efficiency of DMUs by comparing how well the DMU converts inputs into outputs [5] .
Assume that there are DMUs to be evaluated, where each DMU consumes varying amounts of inputs to produce different amounts of outputs. and are respectively amounts of input th and output th of DMU , which are positive number. and are decision variables and are respectively called input and output multipliers or input and output weights. The efficiency score, ℎ 0 , of a particular DMU being evaluated, DMU 0 , is obtain by solving following model: The objective function is to maximize the ratio of weighted outputs to weighted inputs or efficiency value for a particular DMU, subject to the constraints that the ratio of weighted outputs to weighted inputs is less than or equal to one. The model can be converted to linear programming model, which is called CCR model as follow:
The model is run times to identify the efficiency scores of all DMUs. It simply means DEA will identify the DMU(s) that produces the largest amounts of outputs by consuming the least amounts of inputs and then allocate efficiency score equal to one to the DMU(s).
Other inefficient DMUs will be given efficiency scores relatively to the efficient DMU(s) which is less than one.
As DEA places no constraints other than positive values to the weights and . It has complete flexibility to estimate any weight values to each item of input and output data for each DMU. These weight values are determined directly from the data and are varied from each DMU in order to give the best combination of multiple weighted inputs and multiple weighted outputs for the purpose of maximizing the efficiency score of the assessed DMU. This ability of total weight flexibility presents advantage in application of DEA as there is no requirement for a priori knowledge of the input and output weights [6] . However, it often leads to unreasonable results due to the weighting issues. The weights estimated by DEA to the different inputs and outputs may be in large different values from one DMU to another [7] . Furthermore, DEA may assign very low or very high weight values to some inputs and outputs in an attempt to drive the efficiency score for particular DMU, and sometime it even assigns value of zero to the weights. As a result, some input and output criteria which may be considered very important by decision maker as well as by analyst are completely ignored from assessment and the efficiency of a DMU may not reflect its real performance with respect to the considered inputs and outputs [8] .
Value Judgments in DEA
An inappropriate estimation of efficiency due to complete flexibility of the weight in original DEA model was found to be nonsensical or unrealistic from managerial point of view when using the model in some practical situations. The weights assigned by DEA may also be inconsistent with prior knowledge or viewpoint of decision makers [9] . This leads to the development of a number of approaches to control the variations in weights by incorporating value judgment in DEA. For example, a method of absolute limits on weights is employed by imposing upper and lower limits directly on the input and output weights [10] . Cone Ratio method involves imposing a set of linear restrictions that define a convex cone of efficient DMU [11] . Contingent Restriction on Weights is another method that brings expert's knowledge into the analysis by taking into account the level of inputs and outputs of each DMU [12] .
Amongst numerous types of weight restriction DEA models, Assurance Region (AR) DEA model, developed by Thompson et al. [13] , is commonly implemented and discussed in real-life applications [14] . Assurance Region is one type of direct weight restriction techniques that are applied by adding additional constraints which involve the weights to the original DEA model. In this paper, the focus is only on Assurance Region of type I or ARI which considers incorporating relative values of inputs and outputs into an analysis.
Assurance Region of type I
The concept of ARI is to restrict the regions of ratios of input and ratios of output factor weights to some specific values in order to avoid the assessed DMUs from ignoring some criteria or relying too much on any criteria in evaluation [15] . These specific values are specified by decision maker.
for input factors for output factors
The above forms are ARI constraints where ′ and ′ are lower and upper bounds on the ratios of input weights, and ′ and ′ are lower and upper bounds on the ratios of output weights. These types of constraints link either only input weights or only output weights by limiting the ratio between each pair of input factors and between each pair of output factors to some specific range [16] .
Determining bounds requires discretion of the expert or decision maker in conjunction with available information such as economic data about cost and price ranges of the input and output criteria [17] . When the information is unavailable, setting bounds is solely based upon managerial preferences or a priori information such as previous experience, expert opinion, and common sense [4] . These weight bound values are decided from a basis of perceived relative importance levels or worth of various inputs and output factors. is at least twice as important as input 2 , then the linear constraint 1 ≥ 2 2 can be incorporated into the DEA model.
Issue of Setting Bounds
The
Several researches have proposed methods for determining bounds on weights by applying AR technique to solve their problems. Beasley compares performance of university departments in UK by using direct judgment on relative importance of inputs and outputs to create AR constraints [18] . Chilingerian and Sherman define AR bounds from the optimal weights obtained by running the unbounded DEA model in evaluating practice patterns of primary care physicians [19] . The bound values are developed based on the ratios of marginal rates of input factors. Schaffnit et al. measure productivity of branch personnel of large Canadian banks [20] . The upper and lower bounds for all output activities are estimated by management based on information of ranges of the standard transaction and maintenance times. Zhu evaluates industrial performance of textile factories in China by applying the basis of pairwise comparison judgment in Analytic Hierarchy Process to develop matrices of input and output criteria [21] . The results from matrices are used to establish bounds on the weights. Takamura and Tone also apply AHP-like method to weight the importance of the criteria in evaluation of site for relocating Japanese government organizations out of Tokyo [22] . The AR lower and upper bounds are derived from the minimum and maximum ratios of weights on criteria estimated by Council members. Another technique for discriminate efficient candidates is to apply DEA with ranking method. Ishii et al. introduce a mathematical ranking method to solve an ambulance service facility location problem by considering three main factors, i.e. maximum weighted sum of distances, budget of construction, and preference function of the site [23] . Target value and allowable limits are set in order to cope with various criteria. Obata and Ishii also propose a new technique to deal with ranked voting data [24] . Any information about inefficient candidates are not included in the discrimination methods in order to avoid the instability of inefficient candidates. Some techniques of setting bounds can be applied to other problems, however it is more complicated and more difficult for the decision maker to consistently evaluate the relative importance of all criteria in case when a number of criteria are included in the analysis. It is also a challenge to determine the value of weight bounds which could reflect the judgment or opinion of decision maker. Most of the researches apply the technique of ARI restrictions to solve their specific problems but few of them emphasize the method to obtain values of the bounds.
Proposed Method
The approach proposed in this paper is based on the following point. In most practical situations of multicriteria decision making problem, multiple inputs and outputs used in comparing alternatives are from different aspects. Each criterion, from the viewpoint of management or decision maker, usually has different level of importance that reflect performance or efficiency of the alternatives in contributing to reach the objective. The proposed methodology for determining ARI weight bound constraints applies pairwise comparison technique as in Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) in which criteria are compared in pairs to judge which of each criterion is preferred from an opinion of expert. However, comparing the importance of criteria by AHP is difficult for the decision maker to make a judgement when many criteria are included in an analysis. Therefore, instead of making comparisons directly on each pair of input or output criteria, we propose developing grades which are used to specify score of importance of each criterion. The grades will subsequently be paired comparison. This is to avoid complication in analyzing relative importance in case of having a large number of criteria. Step 2 to Step 4 requires judgment from decision maker. The detail is explained as follows:
Step 1: Scale data First step is to adjust the observed input and output data in order to avoid the differences in units of measurement of various criteria. The original data and are to be transformed into ̅ and ̅ in a scale of 1.0 respectively. This is done by dividing the original data of each criterion by the maximum value of that criterion.
Step 2: Grade all criteria The second step requires decision maker to set particular values or grades in order to indicate level of importance of the criteria. Let , = and ∈ {1, … , } where is a set of grade specified by decision maker and is the number of grades. This set of grade could be identified in alphabet such as A, B, C, etc. After the set of grade is specified, the decision maker then assigns each specific grade to each input and output according to his/her opinion. Each grade associated with each criterion, and , represents the rate of importance or priority that relates to the mission and strategy of the organization or objectives of the assessment in perspective of the decision maker.
Step 3: Determine intensity scale of importance This step requires the decision maker to determine a numerical scale of intensity of importance. The scale is relative importance values between two grades and is used when comparing the grade of Step 2 in a pairwise comparison matrix of Step 4. This scale is similar to scale of rating introduced by Saaty [25] in AHP in which it matches a discrete set of linguistic choices of decision maker and a discrete set of numbers which represent the scale of importance of the linguistic choices in one-to-one manner [26] . For example in AHP, the available values of rating scale for pairwise comparisons are 1 to 9.
Step 4: Construct pairwise comparison matrix After determining scale of intensity of importance, the decision maker constructs a pairwise comparison matrix , which is matrix. The values scale ′ is used in translating the decision maker's qualitative evaluations of the relative importance between two grades defined in
Step 2 by comparing them one grade to another at a time. Each entry ′ of the matrix represents the importance of the th grade relative to the ′th grade. If ′ > 1, the th grade is more important than the ′th grade. If
then the th grade is less important than the ′th grade. The entry ′ is 1 when two grades have the same importance.
Step 5: Convert to restriction constraint models The final step is to use the pairwise comparison matrix in Step 4 to convert the different of grades which is assigned to each criterion in Step 2 into additional ARI constraint formulas.
The efficiency score of each DMU is obtained by applying DEA with additional ARI restriction constraints to the transformed data in Step 1.
Application of Proposed Method in Site Selection
This section illustrates an application of the proposed method of determining weight bounds on ARI with the previous site selection problem in section 2. According to step 1 of the proposed procedure, Table 3 shows the new data set which are transformed from the original data set into a scale of 1. For example of input variable x 1 , all data of nineteen DMUs, from x 1,1 to x 1, 19 , are divided by x 1, 6 which is the maximum value of x 1 . Table 4, Table 5 , and Table 6 are results of performing step 2, step 3, and step 4 respectively. According to step 2 of proposed method, the decision maker specifies set of grades g i , g r = {A, B, C} for the analysis. These grades are assigned to each criterion in accordance with the management judgment. For example, company considers transportation cost (x 4 ), proximity to customer (x 5 ), proximity to supplier (x 6 ) for input criteria, and industry value added (y 1 ) for output criteria the most importance factors in selecting a location for its manufacturing plant, so A's are assigned to these criteria as can be seen in Table 4 , g x4 , g x5 , g x6, g y1 = A.
Other criteria are examined in descending order of their importance from decision maker's point of view. From step 3, the decision maker defines a numerical intensity of importance into four scales: 1, 5, 9, and 17 as illustrated in Table 5 . The higher amount the more importance when each pair of criteria is compared. Following step 4 by using scale of intensity of importance determined in Table 5 , a pairwise comparison matrix is constructed as shown in Table 6 . For example in this case, the decision maker considers grade A is reasonably more importance than grade B, so = 9 is assigned to the comparison matrix. Finally, step 5 is to convert the grade score of each criterion in Table 4 into weight restriction constraint models by using the relative importance between grades in pairwise comparison matrix decided by decision maker in Table 6 . Considering criteria 1 for example, 1 = B therefore it can be converted to following models: Table 7 gives result of the efficiency scores of all alternative DMUs and the corresponding weight value of each criterion which is solve by DEA model with ARI additional weight restriction constraints acquired from proposed method. It can be seen that none of value of zero is assigned to any input and output weight variables, which means all criteria are included in the assessment. Moreover, there is more discrimination among DMUs due to the fact that the weight bounds reduce the region of choosing weight to the specified ranges, thus possibly reducing the efficiency of the DMUs. Figure 3 shows a comparison of efficiency scores of all nineteen location alternatives obtained from original DEA and the proposed method. The proposed method could give the solution to the problem of site selection as only DMU12, which is Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam, gets efficiency score equal to one, therefore, is the most suitable location for locating company's manufacturing plant.
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Conclusion
This paper proposed a framework for determining values of weight in ARI constraints. The technique incorporates judgments of decision maker on the importance of individual input and output criteria in relation to the strategies of the organization or the objectives of the assessment. The decision maker also involve in determination of intensity scale of importance and construction of pairwise comparison matrix by applying AHP concept. The idea is to employ pairwise comparison matrix to examine the importance between each two grades by using different possibility scale of intensity of importance. This pairwise comparison matrix helps specify judgments from expert, and is used to derive weight restriction ARI constraints. Under this perspective, the analyst can easily set the bounds for the ratio of weights which ensure that the DEA/ARI model does not assign excessively high or low weights to some factors and all inputs and outputs are incorporated in the evaluation. In consequence, an evaluation of efficiency of entities is applied according to the discretion of decision maker or managerial goals. Furthermore, the result will be more consistent with the purpose of the analysis.
An example of site selection problem of Japanese manufacturing company is shown to illustrate the procedure of proposed method. Although the analysis consists of a number of criteria, it is simple for decision maker to make judgment on degree of importance of each criterion and it is easy for analyst to convert the opinion of decision maker into the additional constraint models. The proposed approach could also be employed to other areas of performance assessments and decision making purposes. Nonetheless, in case discrimination occurs in the result it is recommended to increase the scale of intensity of importance in the analysis.
